
MULTIGRID WAVEFORM RELAXATION ON SPATIAL FINITEELEMENT MESHES: THE CONTINUOUS-TIME CASEJAN JANSSEN� AND STEFAN VANDEWALLEyAbstract. The waveform relaxation method and its multigrid acceleration are studied as solu-tion procedures for the system of ordinary di�erential equations obtained by �nite element discret-isation of a linear parabolic initial boundary value problem. The convergence properties of thecontinuous-time algorithm are theoretically investigated on �nite-length and in�nite-length time-intervals. In addition, quantitative convergence estimates and numerical results are presented for aone-dimensional and for a two-dimensional model problem.Key words. parabolic partial di�erential equations, �nite elements, waveform relaxation, dy-namic iteration, multigridAMS subject classi�cations. 65F10, 65L05, 65M55, 65M601. Introduction. We consider the numerical solution on a spatial �nite elementmesh of the following parabolic partial di�erential equation (PDE),@u@t (x; t) + Lu(x; t) = f(x; t) x 2 
 ; t > 0 ;(1.1)with a linear boundary condition and given initial values. In (1.1), L denotes a linearsecond order uniformly strongly elliptic operator with time-independent coe�cients,and 
 is a bounded open spatial domain.The weak formulation of the parabolic initial boundary value problem, suppliedwith homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, is given by: �nd u(�; t) 2 H10 (
)such that �@u@t ;v�+ a(u;v) = (f ;v) for all v 2 H10 (
) ;where a(�; �) is the bilinear form corresponding to operator L. In the Galerkin ap-proach, u(x; t) is approximated, for each t, in a �nite-dimensional subspace Hd of theSobolev space H10 . This subspace is spanned by a set of linearly independent basisfunctions, associated with the points of a discrete mesh, i.e., Hd = spanf'1; : : : ; 'dg.The approximation �u =Pdi=1 ui(t)'i(x) is found by solving the following set of equa-tions, �@�u@t ; 'j�+ a(�u; 'j) = (f ; 'j) for j = 1; : : : ; d :In terms of the mass matrix B = f('i; 'j)g and the sti�ness matrix A = fa('i; 'j)g,we may rewrite these equations in a more standard form, as a system of ordinarydi�erential equations (ODEs) B _u+Au = f ;(1.2)�Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Department of Computer Science, Celestijnenlaan 200A, B-3001 Heverlee, Belgium. This text presents research results of the Belgian Incentive Programme"Information Technology" { Computer Science of the Future (IT/IF/5), initiated by the BelgianState { Prime Minister's Service { Federal O�ce for Scienti�c, Technical and Cultural A�airs. Thescienti�c responsibility is assumed by its authors.y California Institute of Technology, Applied Mathematics 217-50, Pasadena, CA 91125. Thiswork was supported in part by the NSF under Cooperative Agreement No. CCR-9120008.1



2 J. JANSSEN and S. VANDEWALLEwith u = [u1(t); u2(t); : : : ; ud(t)]t and f = [(f ; '1); (f ; '2); : : : ; (f ; 'd)]t. Matrix B isthe Grammian matrix of a set of linearly independent functions, and therefore positivede�nite symmetric. An initial condition of the form u(0) = u0 is obtained by meansof interpolation or projection of the given initial condition for the PDE. A conforming�nite element discretisation of (1.1), equipped with more general boundary conditions,also leads to a system of the form (1.2). For further details, we refer to [3] and [18].The waveform relaxation method, also called the dynamic iteration method, isan iterative technique for solving systems of ODEs. Its background is in electricalnetwork simulation, [9, 14]. It di�ers from most standard iterative techniques in thatit is a continuous-time method, iterating with functions, and thereby well-suited forparallel computation. It is based on a splitting of B and A, i.e., B = MB �NB andA =MA �NA, and an iteration of the formMB _u(�) +MAu(�) = NB _u(��1) +NAu(��1) + f :The convergence of this waveform relaxation method has been studied exhaust-ively for systems of the form (1.2), where B is the identity matrix. Such systemsarise when (1.1) is discretised using �nite di�erences. In [12] and [13], Miekkala andNevanlinna formulated the convergence characteristics of the method in terms of thespectral radius of the corresponding waveform relaxation operator, which is of linearVolterra convolution type. An analogous study for the multigrid acceleration of thewaveform relaxation method is performed by Lubich and Ostermann in [10]. A surveyand a discussion of a parallel implementation of these methods can be found in thebook by Vandewalle, [19], and in [20, 21]. We also mention the paper by Miekkala,[11], where the convergence properties of the waveform relaxation method are studiedfor di�erential-algebraic systems of the form (1.2) where B is possibly singular.In this paper, we shall concentrate on systems (1.2) with non-singular B. Thepresence of the matrix B leads to standard and multigrid waveform relaxation op-erators that are more general than the corresponding operators in respectively [12]and [10]. In particular, a matrix multiplication operator is added to the operator oflinear Volterra convolution type. Our analysis generalises the analysis of the abovereferences: by setting B = MB = I and NB = 0, their results are regained. Thispaper is organised as follows. In x2, we study the spectral properties of a general oper-ator consisting of a matrix multiplication part and a linear Volterra convolution part.These results will be used to investigate the convergence of the standard waveformrelaxation method (x3) and of its multigrid acceleration (x4). In x3 we allow B andA to be fairly general matrices; we do not restrict the discussion to matrices derivedfrom parabolic PDEs. In x5, we conclude with some speci�c theoretical results for theheat equation, which are subsequently validated by numerical experiments.2. Spectral properties of a special operator. It will turn out that boththe waveform relaxation iteration and its two-grid acceleration can be written as asuccessive approximation schemeu(�) = Hu(��1) + ' ;(2.1)with H an operator of the form Hu = Hu+Hcu :(2.2)



WAVEFORM RELAXATION ON FINITE ELEMENT MESHES 3The operatorHc is a linear Volterra convolution operator with a matrix-valued kernelhc, Hcu(t) = hc ? u(t) = Z t0 hc(t� s)u(s)ds ;and H is a d� d complex matrix.The properties of this operator will be studied in the context of normed linearspaces. We shall consider in particular the spaces of p-th power integrable Lebesguemeasurable functions Lp((0;1); C d ), or Lp(0;1) for short, with the usual mean p-norm, and the space of continuous functions C([0; T ]; C d ), or C[0; T ], equipped withthe maximum-norm jjujjT = maxt2[0;T ] jju(t)jj ;where jj : jj is any usual C d vector-norm. Recall that convergence of the general suc-cessive approximation scheme (2.1) is guaranteed if and only if the spectral radius ofH is smaller than one. The spectral radius of a bounded linear operator in a complexnormed linear space is given by�(H) = limn!1 npjjHnjj :(2.3)It also equals the smallest value of � for which j�j > � implies that � � H has abounded inverse, or equivalently,�(H) = sup�2�(H) j�j ;where �(H) denotes the spectrum of H.2.1. Spectral radius on �nite time-intervals.Lemma 2.1. Suppose hc 2 C[0; T ] and consider H as an operator in C[0; T ].Then, H is a bounded operator and �(H) = �(H).The proof given below is based on a stability result from perturbation theory. Anelementary proof can be found in the Appendix.Proof. Bounding Hu givesjjHujj � jjHujj+ jjHcujj� (jjH jj+ T jjhcjj)jjujj ;where jj : jj denotes (for notational simplicity) both the maximum-norm in C[0; T ] andthe matrix-norm induced by the C d vector-norm. Hence, H is a bounded operatorwith jjHjj � jjH jj+ T jjhcjj.Since the linear convolution operator Hc is compact, operator H is a compactperturbation of H . From [7, Ch. IV, Th. 5.35], it then follows that�e(H) = �e(H) ;where �e(H) and �e(H) denote the essential spectra of the (closed) operators H andH respectively, [7, Ch. IV, x5.6]. We show below that equality also holds for thespectra.



4 J. JANSSEN and S. VANDEWALLEIt is easily seen that the spectrum of the matrix multiplication operator H isequal to the spectrum of the matrix H . For any � 2 �(H) both the dimension ofthe null space and the codimension of the range of the operator H � � in C[0; T ] arein�nite. Hence, the essential spectrum of the matrix multiplication operator H equalsthe spectrum of H , or �e(H) = �(H) :It follows that �e(H) is a �nite set, and any point � 2 �(H) n �e(H) must be anisolated eigenvalue of H, [7, Ch. IV, Th. 5.33]. We will show that there are no suchpoints, i.e., �(H) = �e(H). Suppose we have some u 6= 0, such thatHu = Hu+Hcu = �u :Since � 62 �e(H) = �(H), this can be rewritten as(�I �H)�1Hcu = u ;which means that (�I �H)�1Hc has 1 as an eigenvalue. However, (�I �H)�1Hc is alinear Volterra convolution operator with continuous kernel, whose spectrum equalsthe singleton f0g, see e.g. [8, p. 33]. Hence, �(H) = �e(H), and thus �(H) = �(H),which completes the proof.2.2. Spectral radius on in�nite time-intervals. The proof of the next lemmais based on a theorem by Paley and Wiener, see e.g. [4, p. 45] or [15, p. 60]. Thetheorem deals with the solution of a linear Volterra integral equation, x+ k ? x = f .Its solution can be expressed in terms of a resolvent function r, which is de�ned bythe two equations r + k ? r = r + r ? k = k. In particular, x = f � r ? f . A necessaryand su�cient condition for the boundedness of the resolvent r, and hence, for theboundedness of the solution x, is given in the theorem.Theorem 2.2 (Paley-Wiener). Let k 2 L1(0;1). Then the resolvent r of ksatis�es r 2 L1(0;1) if and only if det(I +K(z)) 6= 0 for Re(z) � 0, where K(z)denotes the Laplace-transform of k.Note that the theorem holds both for scalar and for vector-valued functions.Lemma 2.3. Suppose hc 2 L1(0;1), and consider H as an operator in Lp(0;1)with 1 � p � 1. Then, H is a bounded operator with spectral radius�(H) = supRe(z)�0 �(H(z))(2.4) = sup�2R�(H(i�)) ;(2.5)where H(z) = H +Hc(z), and Hc(z) denotes the Laplace-transform of hc.Proof. The boundedness of H is an immediate consequence of Young's inequalityon the convolution operator, [16, p. 28].By de�nition, the spectral radius of H is the smallest value of � for which j�j > �implies that ��H has a bounded inverse in Lp(0;1). Suppose � 6= 0, and�u�Hu = (�I �H)u� hc ? u = f :(2.6)First, we suppose that � is not an eigenvalue of H , i.e., � 62 �(H). In that case,(2.6) can be rewritten asu� (�I �H)�1 hc ? u = (�I �H)�1 f :



WAVEFORM RELAXATION ON FINITE ELEMENT MESHES 5Applying the Paley-Wiener Theorem, one �nds that u is bounded if and only ifdet �I � (�I �H)�1Hc(z)� 6= 0 for Re(z) � 0 ;or equivalently, det(�I � (H +Hc(z))) 6= 0 for Re(z) � 0 :The set � of all �, with � 62 �(H), that lead to an unbounded solution u, is� = [Re(z)�0�(H +Hc(z)) n �(H) :De�ne �� as supfj�j : � 2 �g. (Note that �(H) � ��, with \�" instead of \=" sincewe did not yet take all possible � into account.) By the continuity of the eigenvaluesof H +Hc(z) as a function of z, it is clear that�� = supRe(z)�0 �(H +Hc(z)) :We still need to consider the � that are eigenvalues of H . However, becauselimz!1(H +Hc(z)) = H ;(2.7)these eigenvalues are in magnitude smaller than or equal to ��. Thus, �(H) = ��, andthereby (2.4) follows. The second equality (2.5) is obtained by application of themaximum principle.In L2(0;1), an analogous result holds for the norm.Lemma 2.4. Suppose hc 2 L1(0;1), and consider H as an operator in L2(0;1).Denote by jj : jj2 the L2-norm and by jj : jj the standard Euclidean vector-norm. Then,jjHjj2 = supRe(z)�0 jjH(z)jj(2.8) = sup�2R jjH(i�)jj ;(2.9)where H(z) = H +Hc(z), and Hc(z) denotes the Laplace-transform of hc.Proof. This result is a consequence of Parseval's formula, see e.g. [2, p. 8].Remark 2.1. Consider H as an operator in C[0; T ]. From (2.7), we derive�(H) = �(H) = �(H(1)) ;which means that the spectral radius of H on �nite time-intervals is smaller than thespectral radius of H on in�nite time-intervals.3. The waveform relaxation method.3.1. The waveform relaxation operator. Consider the following linear initialvalue problem, B _u+Au = f ; with u(0) = u0 ; t > 0 ;(3.1)where B and A are complex d � d matrices, and u and f are C d -valued functions intime. In the present paper B is a non-singular matrix. The solution to (3.1) is thenformally given by u(t) = e�B�1Atu0 + Z t0 eB�1A(s�t)B�1f(s)ds :(3.2)



6 J. JANSSEN and S. VANDEWALLEBy introducing the splittings B = MB � NB and A = MA � NA, the basiccontinuous-time waveform relaxation iteration can be written asMB _u(�) +MAu(�) = NB _u(��1) +NAu(��1) + f ; with u(�)(0) = u0 ; t > 0 :(3.3)The iteration is usually started by choosing the zeroth iterate u(0)(t) = u0, t > 0. Weshall always assume MB to be invertible. Using (3.2), we can rewrite iteration (3.3)as an explicit successive approximation scheme: u(�) = Ku(��1) + '. The right-handside function ' and the waveform relaxation operator K are given by'(t) = e�M�1B MAt(I �M�1B NB)u0 + Z t0 eM�1B MA(s�t)M�1B f(s)ds ;Ku(t) =M�1B NBu(t) +Kcu(t) :(3.4)Kc is a linear Volterra convolution operator with kernel kc,Kcu(t) = kc ? u(t) = Z t0 kc(t� s)u(s)ds ;kc(t) = e�M�1B MAtM�1B (NA �MAM�1B NB) :(3.5)Let e(�) be the error of the �-th waveform relaxation iterate, i.e., e(�) = u(�) � u.It satis�es e(�) = Ke(��1). That is, it is the solution to the di�erential equationMB _e(�) +MAe(�) = NB _e(��1) +NAe(��1) ; with e(�)(0) = 0 ; t > 0 :(3.6)If we denote by ~e(�)(z) the Laplace-transform of e(�), then we get by Laplace-transforming (3.6) that~e(�)(z) = K(z)~e(��1)(z) = (M�1B NB +Kc(z))~e(��1)(z) ;(3.7)where Kc(z) = (zMB +MA)�1(NA �MAM�1B NB) is the Laplace-transform of thekernel kc, and K(z) = (zMB +MA)�1(zNB +NA) :(3.8)We shall further on refer to K(z) as the waveform relaxation matrix or the dynamiciteration matrix of operator K.Remark 3.1. Assume matrices B and A to be decomposed as B = �LB +DB�UB and A = �LA+DA�UA, where DB and DA are diagonal matrices, LB andLA strictly lower and UB and UA strictly upper triangular matrices. The followingsplittings MB = DB ; NB = LB + UB ; MA = DA ; NA = LA + UAMB = �LB +DB ; NB = UB ; MA = �LA +DA ; NA = UAde�ne respectively the Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel waveform relaxation methods.3.2. Convergence analysis.



WAVEFORM RELAXATION ON FINITE ELEMENT MESHES 73.2.1. Convergence on �nite time-intervals. The spectral radius of thewaveform relaxation operator as an operator on �nite-length time-intervals is knownto be equal to zero when B is the identity matrix, [12, p. 461]. That is, convergenceof the method is ultimately superlinear. In the current section we shall derive theequivalent formula for the general non-singular B. It turns out that the convergenceis ultimately linear, and solely dependent on the splitting of B.Theorem 3.1. The waveform relaxation operator K is a bounded operator inC[0; T ] and �(K) = �(M�1B NB) :(3.9)Proof. Since kc 2 C[0; T ], the theorem follows immediately from Lemma 2.1.3.2.2. Convergence on in�nite time-intervals. The solution to (3.1), givenby (3.2), is obviously bounded if and only if all eigenvalues of B�1A have positive realparts. (We assume the right-hand side function f to be in Lp.) The following lemmadeals with the boundedness of the waveform relaxation operator.Lemma 3.2. If all eigenvalues of B�1A have positive real parts, then the followingstatements are equivalent:(i) K is a bounded operator on Lp(0;1) with 1 � p � 1.(ii) all eigenvalues of M�1B MA have positive real parts.Proof. The lemma is a direct consequence of [11, Th. 1].The converse of the lemma is as follows.Lemma 3.3. Suppose all eigenvalues of M�1B MA have positive real parts. If�(K) < 1 then all eigenvalues of B�1A must have positive real parts too.Proof. By inspection of (3.4) and (3.5) we can conclude that, under the as-sumption of the lemma, K is bounded in Lp(0;1) with 1 � p � 1, and, therefore,�(K) < 1. If �(K) < 1, then the waveform relaxation iteration is a convergent suc-cessive approximation scheme in Lp. Its �xed point satis�es (3.1) and is thereforegiven by (3.2). Hence, since the �xed point is in Lp, all eigenvalues of B�1A musthave positive real parts.Theorem 3.4. Assume all eigenvalues of M�1B MA have positive real parts, andconsider K as an operator in Lp(0;1) with 1 � p � 1. Then,�(K) = supRe(z)�0 �(K(z))(3.10) = sup�2R�(K(i�)) :(3.11)This theorem is a special case of [11, Th. 2]. Here, we prefer to deduce the theoremfrom Lemma 2.3, i.e., we give a proof based on the Paley-Wiener Theorem.Proof. Notice that kc 2 L1(0;1) since all eigenvalues of M�1B MA have positivereal parts. The theorem then follows from Lemma 2.3.For a better understanding of the theorem, recall the relation between the Laplace-transforms of successive errors, (3.7). Asymptotically, any \frequency" component ofthe initial error ~e(0)(i�) converges with the corresponding convergence factor �(K(i�)).According to (3.11), the spectral radius of the waveform relaxation operator �(K)equals the supremum of these factors, taken over all frequencies �. That is, the asymp-totic convergence behaviour of operator K is determined by the slowest convergingfrequency component of the initial error.



8 J. JANSSEN and S. VANDEWALLESetting H = K in Lemma 2.4 yields an analogous result for the L2-norm.Theorem 3.5. Assume all eigenvalues of M�1B MA have positive real parts, andconsider K as an operator in L2(0;1). Denote by jj : jj2 the L2-norm and by jj : jj thestandard Euclidean vector-norm. Then,jjKjj2 = supRe(z)�0 jjK(z)jj(3.12) = sup�2R jjK(i�)jj :(3.13)Remark 3.2. If not all eigenvalues of M�1B MA have positive real parts, we canstill derive a similar result by using an exponential scaling in the norm. Assumingthat for all eigenvalues �i of M�1B MA holds that Re(�i) + � > 0, we consider thenorm jjujj� = jje��tujj ;(3.14)where the norm in the right-hand side is a standard mean p-norm. With this changeof norm, both Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 apply with the supremum taken over Re(z) � �,or after application of the maximum principle, over the line z = �+ i�.3.3. Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel waveform relaxation. In the following, KJACand KGS denote the Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel waveform relaxation operator respect-ively. Their dynamic iteration matrices are given byKJAC(z) = (zDB +DA)�1(z(LB + UB) + (LA + UA)) ;KGS(z) = (z(DB � LB) + (DA � LA))�1(zUB + UA) :3.3.1. Results on �nite time-intervals.Lemma 3.6. Consider KGS as an operator in C[0; T ], and suppose B is Hermitianwith positive diagonal elements. Then the Gauss-Seidel waveform relaxation methodconverges, i.e., �(KGS) < 1 if and only if B is positive de�nite.Proof. From Theorem 3.1, we derive �(KGS) = �((DB � LB)�1UB). The lemmathen follows from [6, p. 71, Cor. 1].Corollary 3.7. For a system of ODEs (3.1), derived from a parabolic PDE by�nite element discretisation, the Gauss-Seidel waveform relaxation method is conver-gent in C[0; T ].Proof. If (3.1) is derived from a parabolic PDE by �nite element discretisation,matrix B is positive de�nite symmetric. Since the diagonal elements of a positivede�nite matrix are positive, we can apply Lemma 3.6 to obtain the result.3.3.2. Results on in�nite time-intervals.Lemma 3.8. Assume all diagonal elements of D�1B DA have positive real parts.Let A and B be such that (zB + A) is a consistently ordered matrix for Re(z) � 0.Then, in Lp(0;1) with 1 � p �1,�(KGS) = �(KJAC)2 :(3.15)Proof. Observe that, for Re(z) � 0,det(�I �KGS(z)) = det (z(DB � LB) + (DA � LA))�1� det (�(z(DB � LB) + (DA � LA))� (zUB + UA))= det (�(z(DB � LB) + (DA � LA))� (zUB + UA))trace(zDB +DA) :(3.16)



WAVEFORM RELAXATION ON FINITE ELEMENT MESHES 9Introducing the shorthands D� = zDB +DA, L� = zLB + LA and U� = zUB + UA,the numerator of (3.16) becomesdet (�D� � �L� � U�) = det��D� �p�(p�L� + 1p�U�)�= (p�)d det�p�D� � (p�L� + 1p�U�)� :(3.17)Since zB + A, Re(z) � 0, is a consistently ordered matrix, we can use [23, p. 147,Th. 3.3] to rewrite (3.17) as(p�)d det�p�D� � (L� + U�)� :Hence, � is an eigenvalue of KGS(z) if and only if � = 0 or p� is an eigenvalue ofKJAC(z). The latter means that�(KGS(z)) = �(KJAC(z))2 ;which implies (3.15) by application of Theorem 3.4.Remark 3.3. The �rst assumption of Lemma 3.8 can be loosened if (3.1) isderived by spatial �nite element discretisation from a parabolic PDE. The positivede�niteness of B implies that it is su�cient to assume that all diagonal elements ofA are positive. The assumption can be dropped completely if the bilinear form a(:; :)is H-elliptic, with H the Sobolev space used in the �nite element discretisation of thePDE, [3, p. 24].3.4. Finite time-interval analysis versus in�nite time-interval analysis.Remark 2.1 learns that the spectral radius of K as an operator on �nite time-intervalsis smaller than the spectral radius of K as an operator on the in�nite time-interval.Therefore, it is possible that the waveform relaxation method is convergent on any�nite time-interval, but divergent on the in�nite time-interval. In a situation likethat, computations on a su�ciently long time-interval will at �rst seem to diverge.Eventually however, the computations must start to converge. This e�ect is illustratedin the following example.Consider the linear initial value problem� 1 121 1 �� _u1_u2 �+� 12 1�1 1 �� u1u2 � = � cos(t)0 � ;with the initial conditions u1(0) = 1 and u2(0) = 0. The solutions are u1(t) = cos(t)and u2(t) = sin(t). We solve this problem using the Gauss-Seidel waveform relaxationmethod, i.e., we apply the following splittings,MB = � 1 01 1 � ; NB = � 0 � 120 0 � ; MA = � 12 0�1 1 � ; NA = � 0 �10 0 � :The dynamic iteration matrix is given byKGS(z) = � z + 12 0z � 1 z + 1 ��1� 0 � 12z � 10 0 � :We have plotted in Figure 3.1 the spectral radius of the dynamic iteration matrixevaluated along the imaginary axis, i.e., for z = i�, in function of the frequency �.



10 J. JANSSEN and S. VANDEWALLE
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Fig. 3.2. error e(�)2 (t) for � = 0; 4; 8 and 12.On �nite time-intervals, we can apply the result of Theorem 3.1, which yields�(KGS) = �(KGS(1)) = 12 :(3.18)This result ensures linear convergence on any time-interval of �nite length. Thespectral radius on in�nite time-intervals can be calculated with the aid of (3.11),�(KGS) = sup�2R�(KGS(i�)) = 2 :(3.19)By that, waveform relaxation is divergent on the interval (0;1).In order to clarify these results, we have plotted in Figure 3.2 the error of thesecond component iterate e(�)2 = u(�)2 � u2 after 0, 4, 8 and 12 iterations. Roughlyspeaking, one observes two subintervals with di�erent convergence characteristics,corresponding to the results (3.18) and (3.19) respectively. The �nite-length interval



WAVEFORM RELAXATION ON FINITE ELEMENT MESHES 11with small errors extends as more iterations are applied. Consequently, the regionof divergent behaviour recedes backwards after a large number of iterations. Hence,asymptotically, the convergence behaviour will be dictated by the �nite time-intervalanalysis.4. The multigrid waveform relaxation method.4.1. The two-grid waveform relaxation operator. Multigrid is known tobe a very e�cient solver for elliptic partial di�erential equations, see e.g. [5, 22]. Themultigrid principle can be easily extended to time-dependent problems by choosingall the operations in the multigrid cycle as operations on functions, [10]. A two-gridcycle for the initial value problem (3.1), derived by �nite element discretisation froma parabolic PDE (1.1), is stated below. It is de�ned on two nested grids 
H and 
h,with 
H � 
h, and determines a new iterate u(�) from the former waveform u(��1)in three steps: pre-smoothing, coarse grid correction, and post-smoothing. In thefollowing, the subscripts h and H are used to denote �ne and coarse grid quantitiesrespectively.(i) Pre-smoothing. Set x(0) = u(��1), and perform �1 waveform relaxationsteps: for � = 1; 2; : : : ; �1, solveMBh _x(�) +MAhx(�) = NBh _x(��1) +NAhx(��1) + fh ;(4.1)with x(�)(0) = u0, t > 0.(ii) Coarse grid correction. Compute the defectdh = Bh _x(�1) +Ahx(�1) � fh= NBh( _x(�1�1) � _x(�1)) +NAh(x(�1�1) � x(�1)) :Solve the coarse grid equivalent of the defect equation,BH _vH +AHvH = rdh ; with vH(0) = 0 ; t > 0 ;(4.2)with r : 
h ! 
H the restriction operator. Then interpolate the correction vH to 
h,and correct the current approximation,�x = x(�1) � pvH ;with p : 
H ! 
h the prolongation operator.(iii) Post-smoothing. Perform �2 iterations of type (4.1), starting with x(0) = �x,and set u(�) = x(�2).Since (4.2) is formally equal to (3.1), this two-grid cycle can be applied in arecursive way to obtain a multigrid cycle.The two-grid cycle can be written as an explicit successive approximation scheme:u(�) =Mu(��1) + '. The two-grid waveform relaxation operator M is given byMu(t) = K�2 C K�1 u(t) ;(4.3)with K the standard waveform relaxation operator (3.4), and C the two-grid correctionwaveform operator Cu(t) = (I � pB�1H rBh)u(t) + Ccu(t) :



12 J. JANSSEN and S. VANDEWALLEThe operator Cc is also of linear Volterra convolution type. Its matrix-valued kernelequals cc(t) = pe�B�1H AHtB�1H (AHB�1H rBh � rAh). By rearranging terms in (4.3), wemay rewrite M in the general form (2.2),Mu(t) = (M�1BhNBh)�2(I � pB�1H rBh)(M�1BhNBh)�1u(t) +Mcu(t) :OperatorMc is a linear combination of products of linear Volterra convolution oper-ators Kc and Cc. Therefore, it is itself of linear Volterra convolution type. We shalldenote its kernel by mc(t), and the Laplace-transform of mc(t) by Mc(z). The pre-cise expressions for mc(t) and Mc(z) are rather complicated, and, since they are notrequired further on, omitted.Let e(�) be the error of the �-th two-grid waveform iterate, i.e., e(�) = u(�) � u.It satis�es e(�) =Me(��1). Laplace-transforming this relation yields~e(�)(z) = �(M�1BhNBh)�2(I � pB�1H rBh)(M�1BhNBh)�1 +Mc(z)� ~e(��1)(z)=M(z)~e(��1)(z) :By Laplace-transforming the equations of the two-grid cycle, we �nd the followingequivalent expression for the two-grid dynamic iteration matrix M(z),M(z) =K�2(z)(I � p(zBH +AH )�1r(zBh +Ah))K�1(z) ;(4.4) K(z) = (zMBh +MAh)�1(zNBh +NAh) :(4.5)Remark 4.1. In the case of a Gauss-Seidel (or Jacobi) splitting of Ah andBh, K(z) and M(z) are respectively the Gauss-Seidel (or Jacobi) iteration matrixand the two-grid iteration matrix for the linear system constructed by �nite elementdiscretisation of the elliptic problem zu+ Lu = f .4.2. Convergence analysis.4.2.1. Convergence on �nite time-intervals. The spectral radius of the two-grid waveform relaxation operator in the case of a �nite di�erence discretisation isknown to be zero on �nite time-intervals, [19, Th. 3.4.1]. In the following theorem,which is the multigrid waveform analogue of Theorem 3.1, we will state the equivalentformula for general non-singular B.Theorem 4.1. The two-grid waveform relaxation operator M is a bounded op-erator in C[0; T ] and�(M) = � �(M�1BhNBh)�2(I � pB�1H rBh)(M�1BhNBh)�1� :(4.6)Proof. Since both kc and cc are continuous on [0; T ], we have mc 2 C[0; T ].Consequently, the theorem follows from Lemma 2.1.Remark 4.2. The spectral radius of M equals the spectral radius of thestandard two-grid operator for the trivial elliptic problem Lu = f , where L is theidentity operator, discretised on a �nite element mesh.4.2.2. Convergence on in�nite time-intervals. In [10, p. 219{220], Lubichand Ostermann examined the multigrid waveform relaxation method for the �nite dif-ference case, i.e., for systems of ODEs (3.1) with B = I . We shall extend their resultsto initial value problems (3.1), derived from (1.1) by �nite element discretisation.



WAVEFORM RELAXATION ON FINITE ELEMENT MESHES 13We assume thatall eigenvalues of B�1H AH and M�1BhMAh have positive real parts.(4.7)Remark 4.3. Notice that condition (4.7) is satis�ed if we assume the bounded-ness of the analytical solution of (3.1) on 
H and the boundedness of the standardwaveform relaxation operator K.Theorem 4.2. Assume (4.7), and consider M as an operator in Lp(0;1) with1 � p � 1. Then, M is a bounded operator with spectral radius�(M) = supRe(z)�0 �(M(z))(4.8) = sup�2R�(M(i�)) :(4.9)Proof. It is easily veri�ed thatMc(z) =M(z)� limz!1M(z) :Because of (4.7), the entries ofMc(z) are rational functions of z vanishing at in�nity,all of whose poles have negative real part. This implies that mc 2 L1(0;1) by aninverse Laplace-transformation argument. The theorem then follows from Lemma 2.3.Applying Lemma 2.4 yields the following result for the L2-norm of M.Theorem 4.3. Assume (4.7), and consider M as an operator in L2(0;1).Denote by jj : jj2 the L2-norm and by jj : jj the standard Euclidean vector-norm. Then,jjMjj2 = supRe(z)�0 jjM(z)jj(4.10) = sup�2R jjM(i�)jj :(4.11)Remark 4.4. Suppose that (4.7) is not satis�ed, but Re(�i) + � > 0 andRe(�j) + � > 0 for all eigenvalues �i and �j of respectively M�1BhMAh and B�1H AH .Using the exponentially scaled norm (3.14), Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 hold when thesupremum is taken over Re(z) � � or over the line z = �+ i�.5. Model problem analysis and numerical results. In this section, we con-clude with some experimental results for two model problems.First, we consider the one-dimensional heat equation@u@t ��1u = 0 ; x 2 [0; 1] ; t 2 [0; 1] ;(5.1)with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions and an initial condition chosen suchthat the analytical solution is given by u(x; t) = sin(�x) exp(��2t). The equationis discretised using linear, quadratic or cubic basis functions on a discrete grid withmesh-size h, i.e., 
h = fxi = ih j 0 � i � 1=hg.Next, the convergence of the (multigrid) waveform relaxation method is investig-ated for the two-dimensional heat equation@u@t ��2u = 0 ; (x; y) 2 [0; 1]� [0; 1] ; t 2 [0; 1] ;(5.2)



14 J. JANSSEN and S. VANDEWALLEcompleted with Dirichlet boundary conditions and an initial condition. The analyticalsolution is given by u(x; y; t) = 1+ sin(�x=2) sin(�y=2) exp(��2t=2): The equation isdiscretised using linear basis functions (triangular �nite elements) and bilinear basisfunctions (rectangular �nite elements) on a discrete mesh with equal mesh-size h inx-direction and y-direction,
h = f(xi = ih; yj = jh) j 0 � i; j � 1=hg :The �nite element discretisation of both (5.1) and (5.2) leads to a system of ODEsof the form (1.2). For all subsequent choices of the basis functions, all the eigenvaluesof B�1A andM�1B MA (for Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel splittings) have positive real parts,i.e., the conditions for applicability of Theorems 3.4 and 4.2 are satis�ed.5.1. A one-dimensional model problem.5.1.1. Theoretical results. In order to determine the spectral radius of KJACand KGS on in�nite time-intervals, the spectral radii of KJAC(z) and KGS(z) are tobe calculated for every value of z along the imaginary axis. This is generally a verydi�cult task. However, for our model problem (5.1), discretised using linear basisfunctions, we have the following result.Lemma 5.1. The Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel waveform relaxation operators KJACand KGS for the one-dimensional heat equation, studied in Lp(0;1) with 1 � p � 1,discretised using linear basis functions, satisfy the following formulae, valid for smallh, �(KJAC) � 1� �2h2=2 and �(KGS) � 1� �2h2 :(5.3)Proof. Discretising (5.1) with linear basis functions yields�(KJAC(z)) = �����2zh2 + 124zh2 + 12 ���� cos(�h) :As a consequence of Theorem 3.4, equation (3.11), we �nd that�(KJAC) = sup�2R �����2i�h2 + 124i�h2 + 12 ���� cos(�h) = cos(�h)� 1� �2h2=2 :Since the assumptions of Lemma 3.8 are satis�ed, the second formula of (5.3) followsimmediately from the �rst one by application of (3.15).Next, we consider the multigrid waveform relaxation method. We assume thatthe coarse grid 
H is derived from the �ne grid 
h by standard coarsening (H = 2h).For the prolongation operator p : 
H ! 
h, we use the piecewise linear interpolationoperator, see e.g. [5, p. 22]. The restriction operator r : 
h ! 
H is de�ned by thetranspose of the prolongation operator: r = pt, [22, p. 70-71].Lemma 5.2. The two-grid operator M for the one-dimensional heat equation,studied in Lp(0;1) with 1 � p � 1, discretised using linear basis functions, withred/black Gauss-Seidel smoothing, and with the prolongation and restriction operatorde�ned as above, satis�es�(M) � p3p�0(2� � 1) ; with �0(�) = ��(� + 1)�+1 ;(5.4)



WAVEFORM RELAXATION ON FINITE ELEMENT MESHES 15for � = �1 + �2 � 1.Proof. The proof is a generalisation of the model problem analysis in [5, p. 25]and the proof of [10, Prop. 5]. WritingM(z) =K(�2)(z)C(z)K(�1)(z) ; with C(z) = I � p(zBH +AH)�1r(zBh +Ah) ;we have to study �(M(z)) = ��C(z)K(�)(z)� ; � = �1 + �2 :Let em (m = 1; 2; : : : ; N � 1), with N = 1=h, denote the eigenvectors of Bh and Ah,em(x) = p2h sin(m�x) ; x = kh ; 1 � k � N � 1 :Both C(z) and K(�)(z) leave the subspace spanned by (em; eN�m) invariant. Theirrestrictions with respect to this basis have the matrix representationsCm(z) = � s2m c2ms2m c2m �+3zh2zh2(1 + 2(c2m � s2m)2) + 12c2ms2m � c2ms2m(1� 2c2m) �c4m(1� 2s2m)�s4m(1� 2c2m) c2ms2m(1� 2s2m) � ;Km(�)(z) = (c2m � s2m)2��1�1� zh2=61 + zh2=3�2���� c2m c2m�s2m �s2m �+ 3zh2=62(1� zh2=6) � 1 1�1 �1 �� ;with cm = cos(mh�=2), sm = sin(mh�=2), and m = 1; : : : ; N=2 � 1. (We may omitthe degenerate case m = N=2.) One then has for � � 1 and Z = zh2,Mm(Z) = Cm(Z)Km(�)(Z)=(c2m � s2m)2��1 (1� Z=6)2��1(1 + Z=3)2� Z4 �(s2m � c2m) � 1 11 1 �+ 3Z(1� 4c2ms2m)Z(1 + 2(c2m � s2m)2) + 12c2ms2m � c2m c2m�s2m �s2m �� :The spectral radius of Mm(Z) equals�(Mm(Z)) = ����(c2m � s2m)2� (1� Z=6)2��1(1 + Z=3)2� Z4 �2� 3Z(1� 4c2ms2m)Z(1 + 2(c2m � s2m)2) + 12c2ms2m����� :Thus, �(M) = supRe(Z)�0 �(M(Z)) = supRe(Z)�0maxm �(Mm(Z))(5.5) � sup�2R 322� ���� (6� i�)2��1i�(3 + i�)2� ����= p3p�0(2� � 1) ;where the latter supremum is attained for � = �3p2=p3� � 2.The lemma states that the spectral radius of the two-grid operator M can bebounded by a constant, independent of h. Some values of the bound are given inTable 5.1.Since the bound in Lemma 5.2 is not optimal, we numerically computed thespectral radius of the two-grid operator by evaluation of (5.5), for � = 2 and forseveral values of h. These results are reported in Table 5.2.



16 J. JANSSEN and S. VANDEWALLE� 1 2 3 4p3p�0(2� � 1) 0.866 0.563 0.448 0.384Table 5.1Values of the upper bound for �(M) as a function of � = �1 + �2.h 1/8 1/16 1/32 1/64�num(M) 0.217 0.263 0.276 0.280Table 5.2Numerical values of �(M), � = 2.5.1.2. Numerical results. We discretised problem (5.1) using linear basis func-tions on a spatial �nite element mesh with mesh-size h = 1/8, 1/16, 1/32, and 1/64.The resulting system was solved using Gauss-Seidel waveform relaxation, and usingmultigrid waveform relaxation. In the latter method we applied standard V - and W -cycles, with one pre-smoothing and one post-smoothing step of red/black Gauss-Seidelwaveform relaxation type, standard coarsening down to a coarse grid with mesh-sizeh = 1=2, linear interpolation and the corresponding restriction. The e�ect of time-discretisation to the convergence properties will be a subject of further studies. Here,the Crank-Nicolson method is used for time-discretisation of the iteration schemes.In order to approximate the continuous-time convergence results, we take a smalltime-step, e.g. 1/1000.The �-th iteration convergence factor is determined by calculating the l2-normof the discrete defect of the approximation, and by dividing the result for successiveiterates. After a su�ciently large number of iterations this factor takes a more orless constant value. The averaged convergence factor is then de�ned as the geomet-ric average of these iteration convergence factors over the region of nearly constantbehaviour.In Table 5.3, we have reported the observed averaged convergence factors forthe one-dimensional heat equation, spatially discretised with linear elements. Eventhough the time-interval in this experiment is �nite, the measured waveform relaxationconvergence factors closely match the ones that can be obtained by evaluation of thein�nite interval theoretical formula (5.3). For a discussion of this phenomenon, werefer to [19, x3.2.4, x3.5]. The multigrid convergence factors are clearly bounded aboveby a constant less than one, independent of h. We have pictured successive iterates,u(�), evaluated at x = 1=2, in Figure 5.1. For a mesh-size h = 1=32, the Gauss-Seidelmethod is very slowly converging. One iteration of the multigrid method su�ces, toget an approximation that can no longer be distinguished graphically from subsequentiterates.In Tables 5.4 and 5.5, we report the averaged convergence factors for the one-dimensional heat equation, discretised using quadratic and cubic basis functions re-spectively. We consider both Gauss-Seidel waveform relaxation and multigrid wave-form relaxation. In the quadratic case, we use three-colour Gauss-Seidel waveformrelaxation as a smoother: two colours are needed to decouple the unknowns corres-ponding to integer nodes, while the third colour is used to update the unknownsat half-integer nodes. In the cubic case, the even unknowns (and their derivatives)are decoupled from the odd unknowns (and their derivatives) using red/black Gauss-Seidel waveform relaxation smoothing. The other multigrid assumptions are identical



WAVEFORM RELAXATION ON FINITE ELEMENT MESHES 17to those of the linear case. Notice that the Gauss-Seidel waveform relaxation conver-gence factors seem to satisfy a relation of the form �(KGS) � 1�O(h2), although noexplicit theoretical formulae were found. The multigrid waveform relaxation conver-gence factors are obviously bounded by a constant, independent of h.h 1/8 1/16 1/32 1/64Gauss-Seidel 0.841 0.959 0.990 0.997V -cycle 0.229 0.300 0.326 0.331W -cycle 0.210 0.254 0.265 0.267Table 5.3Averaged convergence factors for the one-dimensional heat equation, linear basis functions.
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0.81.0 ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................� = 0..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................� = 1Fig. 5.1. Successive iterates u(�)(1=2; t), obtained with (multigrid) waveform relaxation.h 1/8 1/16 1/32 1/64Gauss-Seidel 0.967 0.992 0.998 0.999V -cycle 0.202 0.285 0.316 0.325W -cycle 0.201 0.276 0.301 0.309Table 5.4Averaged convergence factors for the one-dimensional heat equation, quadratic basis functions.h 1/8 1/16 1/32 1/64Gauss-Seidel 0.862 0.965 0.991 0.998V -cycle 0.191 0.234 0.236 0.237W -cycle 0.184 0.218 0.213 0.210Table 5.5Averaged convergence factors for the one-dimensional heat equation, cubic basis functions.5.2. A two-dimensional problem. Tables 5.6 and 5.7 contain the observedaveraged convergence factors, both for Gauss-Seidel waveform relaxation and multi-grid waveform relaxation, for the two-dimensional heat equation (5.2). In the lattermethod the smoother is of four-colour Gauss-Seidel waveform relaxation type. Theprolongation operators are respectively seven-point prolongation (linear basis func-tions) and nine-point prolongation (bilinear basis functions), [5, p. 60]. The Gauss-



18 J. JANSSEN and S. VANDEWALLESeidel convergence factors satisfy a relation of the form 1�O(h2), while the multigridconvergence factors are bounded by a small, h-independent constant.h 1/4 1/8 1/16 1/32Gauss-Seidel 0.478 0.845 0.960 0.990V -cycle 0.135 0.335 0.437 0.470W -cycle 0.135 0.304 0.357 0.371Table 5.6Averaged convergence factors for the two-dimensional heat equation, linear basis functions.h 1/4 1/8 1/16 1/32Gauss-Seidel 0.356 0.780 0.941 0.985V -cycle 0.137 0.299 0.353 0.365W -cycle 0.137 0.294 0.344 0.355Table 5.7Averaged convergence factors for the two-dimensional heat equation, bilinear basis functions.Appendix. An elementary proof of Lemma 2.1.Proof. From the proof on p. 3, we know that H is a bounded operator, withjjHjj � jjH jj+ T jjhcjj.If H = 0, we can use a general functional analysis result, which states that thespectrum of a linear Volterra convolution operator with continuous kernel equals thesingleton f0g, see e.g. [8, p. 33]. Hence, �(H) = �(H) = 0.Further on, we assume H 6= 0. The n-fold application of H to u then includes 2nterms. Each term consists of a combination of matrix multiplication and Volterra con-volution operators applied to u. The norm of a term with n� i matrix multiplicationsand i convolutions can be bounded byjjH jjn�ijjhcjji �Z t0 Z s10 Z s20 : : :Z si�10 dsi : : : ds3ds2ds1� jjujj � jjH jjn�ijjhcjji T ii! jjujj :Note that for each i there are � ni � terms satisfying the above bound. We getjjHnujj � jjH jjn nXi=0 � ni � cii!! jjujj ;with c = (jjhcjjT )=jjH jj. Using property (2.3) of the spectral radius, we obtain�(H) � jjH jj limn!1 nvuut nXi=0 � ni � cii! :To calculate the limit, we observe that, [1, Eq. 22.3.9],nXi=0 � ni � cii! = L(0)n (�c) ;where L(0)n (x) denotes the n-th Laguerre polynomial. Using Perron's asymptotic for-mula for Laguerre polynomials, [17, Th. 8.22.3], we obtainnqL(0)n (�c) = nr12��1=2e�c=2c�1=4n�1=4e2pnc nq1 +O(n�1=2) :
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